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ABSTRACT 
SINCETHE 196os, L I B R A R I A N S  HAVE projected a vision of a digital 
library that offers seamless access to a vast world of scholarly information 
of all types. Until the 199Os,however, digital technologies lacked the power 
and capacity to deliver on the vision. During the 199Os, technology plat- 
forms, networking technoloves, electronic resources, and the evolution of 
standards matured sufficiently to lay the foundation for the vision to be ful- 
filled. As this maturation was taking place, the rapid growth of electronic 
resources was based on numerous proprietary systems making access across 
such systems impossible. The scholars portal project is an effort to create a 
search and retrieval tool that will provide an interim solution to this prob- 
lem until such time as those systems are built on a unified set of standards 
and data formats. 
Since the publication of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) 
white paper on the need for a research library portal (Campbell, Z O O O ) ,  
the concept of a scholars portal (SP) has generated much interest. Illustra- 
tive of this interest are what might be described as several independent 
demonstration projects sponsored by a number of entities including indi- 
vidual libraries, ARL,’ the Ontario Council of University Libraries (“What’s 
New,”2002), and the Council of Australian University Librarians2 
Interest in an SP also generically characterizes a number of efforts to 
create specialized subject portals for researcher^.^ Initially described as 
“the place to start for anyone seeking academically sound information” 
(Campbell, 2000, p. 211), the SP concept has been widely explored, devel- 
oped, and refined.4 
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The purpose of this essay, therefore, is not to reiterate the definition 
of the now well-published concept of an SP but rather to outline the larger 
context within which SP exists. It is often our tendency to place exagger- 
ated expectations on new technologies and thereby diminish the value of 
their eventual impact. Alone, SP constitutes only one small but vital step 
in the much larger jigsaw puzzle of the evolving digital library. Thus, it is 
important to place SP in this larger context and to understand the nature 
of the contribution it will make to the advancement of digital libraries. 
GRANDVISION 
Sirice the earliest days of digital technology, we have been sharing 
grand visions about how it would transform the things we do. These 
dreams, of course, have included speculations about how libraries might 
be changed. By their nature, such visions often do not deal with details 
but rather focus on the larger dream. After the first decade of serious 
speculation about technolo<gy and libraries,3 one study suggested that 
technolo<gy would transform the structure and function of libraries of the 
1980s by storing materials in new formats, by making “obsolete the con- 
cept of the catalog and the book stack as they were then known, and 
by linking them by means of a nationwide network (Conference Board, 
1972, pp. 116-117). One of the best recent statements of the \<ision is 
equally elegant in its simplicity and challenging in its scope: “The dream 
to which we need to aspire is that all scholarly and research piiblications 
(including university governmental, research, and museum sites) be uni- 
versally available on the Internet in perpetuity” (Hawkins, 2000). Taken 
together, such recurring projections of the technology empowered library 
of the future have kept before us the vision of a slowly emerging digital 
library. 
At almost any point over the past four decades, however, the challenge 
of these visions has outstripped the actual capacity of digital technology to 
deliver the dream. With hindsight, we can see that over the years virtually 
every aspect of the technology, from power and capacity to programming 
language, has been unequal to the challenge. Absent also have been the 
required infrastructures of connectivity and data standards necessary for 
the dreamed digital library to function. Mie now know that an operating 
digital library requires a vast number of elements functioning flawlessly 
together. Glimpsing the vision, it turns out, has been far easier than bring- 
ing it to reality. 
ALLTHINGSNECESSARY 
Only recently have we begun to have in prospect all things necessary 
to implement the library envisioned for a generation. Among the vast num- 
ber of improvements in computer technology, the following categories are 
key for the development of digital libraries. 
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Perfecting the Platforms 
Sometime during the 1990s the persistence of the Moore’s Law phe- 
nomenon produced computing hardware platforms of sufficient speed 
and memory to begin to implement the long-articulated vision. Amidst 
constantly improving machine specifications, it is not possible to isolate the 
moment it happened. Indeed, it is not possible to articulate exactly what 
speed and memory capacity were necessary. It is only possible to look back 
and recognize that during that decade we began to have access to hard- 
ware platforms of sufficient capacities to develop functional, if still rudi- 
mentary, digital libraries. 
Similarly, these capable computers were accompanied by the develop- 
ment of other necessary components. Among these were 
the evolution of online storage systems with the capacity to hold and 
make available quickly massive amounts of information pertinent to dig- 
ital libraries; 
the availability of increasingly sophisticated programming languages 
and software platforms; 
the introduction of improved systems for authentication and autho- 
rization. 
This is not to argue that the computer platforms reached an end point 
or even slowed in their evolution in the 1990s. To the contrary, Moore’s 
Law continues unabated (Kurzweil, 1999, pp. 20-25). It is only that they 
achieved sufficient capacities to allow implementation of digital libraries 
to begin in earnest. 
Achieving the Connectivity 
Even with the early Internet at our disposal, the possibility of highly 
networked libraries could not be realized as the 1990s arrived. Unlike 
with platforms, however, it is clear when a world-changing advance in 
connectivity occurred. In 1993 Tim Berners-Lee introduced the World 
Wide Web (the Web), which provided the infrastructure for flexible use of 
the Internet, thereby transforming connectivity (Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 
1999). The Web rapidly became the mechanism by which libraries (and 
everything else) sought to achieve giant strides in the networking of 
resources. 
Soon thereafter, the Internet itself was challenged to meet the grow- 
ing bandwidth requirements stimulated by the Web as the so-called “com- 
modity” Internet was born. As aconsequence, Internet2 (12) was launched 
to provide much greater bandwidths in a separate network environment 
for the research community. I2 technology made possible the rapid 
exchange of large files and empowered libraries to move from text to 
larger files such as those containing graphic materials. 
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A5 with platforms, the technology of connectivity continues to 
improve. Effoi ts are already underway to develop even higher speed opti- 
cal networks. In addition, wireless data networks have recently added much 
needed nomadic flexibility for network uyers. Though wireless networks 
are comparatively slow shared environments, they, too, are rapidly increas- 
ing in bandwidth. 
Euolving a Critical Mass of E-Rtwtirces 
The 1990s also saw an amazing growth in the amount of information 
available on the Web (Lyman & Varian, 2000, p. 5). The surge in online 
information included journal literature from both for-profit and not-for- 
profit publishers as well as a rich sampling of archival resources principally 
from universities and national libraries. In addition, the decade brought a 
phenomenal surge in the production of raw data from the growth of com- 
putational science. In the panoply of published information, only mono- 
graphic literature lagged behind, priniarily because monographic 
publishers were slow to embrace the technology and because copyright 
restrictions served as an impediment (Lynch, 2002). All in all, therefore, 
the 1990s witnessed an extraordinary growth in the availability of digital 
information. 
Creating Containvrs and Hooks 
Unfortunately, the rapid growth of information available in digital 
format was marked by a significant problem from the standpoint of library 
users: it was characterized by a niiiltitude of formats that did not offer a 
uniform means by which it might be found. In other words, the rapid 
growth of digital information began before we had developed common 
standards for data and metadata. As a result, users have not had an easy 
way to identify and retrieve information with thoroughness and precision. 
In this situation, users, especially neophytes, have had a difficult time iden- 
tifying pertinent information, and thorough research has often been dif- 
ficult even for experienced users. In addition, as the wealth of digital 
information continued to grow, the problem only worsened because the 
variety of formats and lack of metadata persisted. 
Thus, the 1990s saw significant efforts to address the need for 
common formats for data and metadata. Centering on the Web environ- 
ment, a number of data formats were introduced, chief among them being 
SGML (on which HTML is based) and more recently XML (Berners-Lee, 
2002). Similarly, a number of metadata formats were developed, including 
Dublin Core, W,METS, and MODS (Tennent, 2002). These efforts, 
however, are ongoing and cannot be said to be fully mature. Thus, while 
they have had a positive impact by slowing the proliferation of data and 
metadata variations, they have not fully resolved the problems associated 
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with what might be described as islands of disconnected data and infor- 
mation. 
The Rise of Search Enpnes 
With the early rise of information contained in data sources (databases 
and data repositories) in the 1960s came the need to provide tools for its 
retrieval. Such tools were first developed in connection with specific data 
sources. To function, information or objects in a data source first had to 
be described or indexed in a manner that could be interpreted by 
machine. These are the descriptions we now generally refer to as metadata. 
A “search engine” was then developed and customized to the indexing 
scheme, making it possible to retrieve data. Depending upon the quality 
of the indexing and search engine, such tools allowed users to find and 
retrieve specific data objects from data sources with speed and precision. 
Most significant data sources were accompanied by customized, unique 
search engines. 
Later, as database architecture became better developed, a number of 
major providers offered the capacity to search across large amounts of 
information as long as it was stored in their proprietary syntax for express- 
ing structure in data. This improved the general situation, but still left it 
difficult to work with information spread among different proprietary solu- 
tions. The economics of information and the mechanism of copyright law 
have provided significant disincentives for solving this problem of stand- 
alone data sources. 
With the introduction of the Web and the vast amount of information 
located there (or, perhaps, lost there) came the urgent need to develop 
tools for retrieval in the Web environment. Thus, in the mid-l990s, a num- 
ber of agencies developed search engines designed specifically for the 
Web. These engines, commonly referred to as portals, primarily searched 
for keywords and phrases and applied relevancy ranking schemes to deter- 
mine validity. They also developed their own indexes from keywords and 
phrases in order to carry out searches quickly. As they have improved, they 
have become sophisticated, powerful, and amazingly adept at locating 
information on the Internet. 
The sophistication and power of evolving search engines notwith- 
standing, however, certain limitations still confronted library users. The 
data sources served by specific search engines were still a disconnected sea 
of information islands whose contents could not be discovered and 
retrieved by a single search tool. These unique search engines character- 
ized most digital information and data licensed by libraries. Furthermore, 
the extraordinary Web search engines could not see the actual data 
beneath such search engine-driven data sources even when those data 
sources were Web enabled because the Web only provided access to the 
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unique search engines themselves. Indeed, the Web itself became another 
information island (albeit from the standpoint of size, continent might be 
a more accurate metaphor) and compounded the problem for those seek- 
ing information. 
Scholars Portal 
It was with respect to the context outlined above that the concept of 
an SPwas developed. The growing plethora of high-quality E-resources cre- 
ated a clear need for a tool that could, with a single search interface with 
a multitude of unique search engines (including Web engines), discover 
and retrieve relevant information from each, and present a single, merged 
set of results to the researcher. While other desirable features have been 
included in the Association of Research Libraries SP Project, this is its fun- 
damental purpose and the need that drove its conceptualization there and 
elsewhere. The combination of capable platforms, high bandwidth con- 
nectivity, maturing data and metadata formats, and sophisticated hut 
target-limited search engines was sufficient to indicate that such a portal 
was possible and, moreover, suggested where it should fit in the panoply 
of information technology. 
Specifically, an SP would serve as an aggregator of search engine-dri- 
ven data sources. Initially, it would necessarily be limited in scope because 
it would require that interfaces be created (programmed) and kept up-to- 
date for each data source. In their first implementations, therefore, SPswill 
be institution- or agency-specific with a defined set of data sources identi- 
fied as targets to he aggregated. They might be thought of as offering 
second-level search engines in that an SP engine would sit above other 
search engines. In many cases, the nature of license restrictions on data 
sources suggests this approach. Even when local SPs become linked via the 
Web, certain limitations on the retrieval of information may be required 
at each location, based on the number and nature of institution- or agency- 
specific licenses. Nonetheless, by searching across even a limited set of data 
sources, SPs will vastly improve the prospect that digital library users will 
be able to discover and retrieve high-quality information. 
Glimpsing the Future 
As much as they are needed, SPs constitute a poor solution to a com- 
plex problem. They are poor solutions because they represent yet another 
layer of technology necessary to solve problems created by earlier layers of' 
technology and because they must be adjusted each time underlying tech- 
nology changes. Thus, SPs may best be thought of as an interim but nec- 
essary step in the evolution of tomorrow's digital library, a step that will be 
made obsolete upon the eventual emergence and utilization of accepted 
standards for data and metadata along with a new generation of tools for 
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searching. Such standards and new tools could both reduce the number 
of technology layers and increase the ease of information discovery and 
retrieval. 
It should be noted that the perfection of standards and new discovery 
and retrieval tools will not alone alter the impact of economic incentives 
for providers to continue to maintain separate data sources. Only if the 
habits of scholars come to express a preference for standards-based 
sources and tools to the exclusion of separate data sources will the eco- 
nomic incentives be reversed. 
Such standards and tools are only now being developed and will be 
some time in development. Until the Web is supplanted, they will also be 
Web-based technologies. In addition to the continued evolution of the 
standards for data and metadata noted above, an example of a new 
approach is the OpenURL effort (Stern, 2001). This solution would func- 
tion by running data mining processes (so-called “smart agents”) against a 
generic, public syntax (OpenUlU) resource identification system, by uti- 
lizing an identified local “resolver” machine to validate and give the loca- 
tion of items, and by employing extensible metadata syntax to standardize 
and store query data from a variety of metadata formats. While such a sys- 
tem is feasible, as the previous sentence indicates, it is complex and 
requires not only agreement on the OpenURL syntax but the development 
of viable smart agents and “resolver” machines loaded with appropriate 
data. It will also require time. 
Indeed, given the current situation and in spite of our considerable 
technological prowess, no ultimate solution to the fragmentation of data 
sources is likely to be simple or quick in its development. And compared 
to any ultimate solution, scholars portals are much simpler and already 
available in first-generation versions. This indicates that efforts to test 
scholars portals, even if only as interim solutions to the problem, are nec- 
essary andjustifiable. Not onlywill they move us a little closer to the dream 
of a universal, networked digital library, they will also give our users some- 
thing they urgently need today. 
As for the grand vision of the digital library of the future, it will even- 
tually come to pass. In time, “all scholarly and research publications 
(including university, governmental, research, and museum sites) ” will 
indeed “be universally available on the Internet in perpetuity” (Hawkins, 
2000). It may be hard today to believe that such an outcome will be 
achieved, but a scant decade ago it would have been equally hard to 
believe that something called “the Web” would transform not only the 
distribution of knowledge but the habits of the workplace as well. It is 
important, therefore, that we continue to believe in the vision and that 
we continue to articulate it. It is also important that we work to make it a 
reality. 
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NOTES 
1. See “SevenARI,Libraries” (2002) and Quint (2002). 
2. See http://library.qiieensu.ca/lib~iides/da~b~es/scholarspor~.h~;http://anu.edu.au/ 
caul/caul-doc/caul20022~arlin.doc. 
3.  See Halbert (2002). See also Technical Issues ad hoc Committee (2002). 
4. See the substantivc article b y  rhc ARL Portal Project manager M. E.JackSon (2002). See 
also Thomas (2000a). 
.5. See the summary in Fussler (1973, pp. 1-11). 
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